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Development of Design Standards for Public 
Transportation Services for the Transportation 
Handicapped in Large Urban Areas 

JOHN C. FALCOCCHIO 

This paper i1 eoncamed with the 111.iv111 of tr1nsport11tion variabln from the 
Ylewpoint of the eldertv and handicapped. The purpoH of this analv1i1 - to 
dnalop a Ht of functional design par1metan thet ere r•ponsive to th• trn1I 
~ of tran1port11tion-h1ndicapped penon1. Th• transportation variabln con· 
sid1Nd in this paper include walking distance, waiting time, Hnice reliability, 
ewailability of IAU in waiting '"'" and/or in the v1hicl1, safety, -uibility 
of vehicles and/or system, Ind fare. User interviews w.re obtained from• pool 
of rid1n of• 1pecilli11d transportation Hrvice (Eavridel th1t operates in Man· 
h1tU1n'1 Lower East Sidi. EICh meuure of e tran1porutlon variable - remd 
Irv the interview 11mpl1 bv using 1 11rnantic scale, end tolerable (acceptable) 
lnal1 for each vari1bl1 w.re identified for NCI! of six groups of 1gH!1ndicep 
t:ltlgorin. Tht 11rvlca duign 1und1rds th1t emerge from this atudy recognize 
that tht locomotive capabilitin of ald1rtv ind h1ndlcapped ptrson1 differ -
cording to the MHrity of hendicep. Thet1 trnal needs 1r1 identified for each 
level of tr1111porutlon h1ndlcap con1ld1rld ind 1r1 qu111tlfild in terms of the 
•nntld d11ign guldtlin•. 

Elciating urban transportation services do not meet 
the special travel requirements of the elderly and 
physically diaabled because these systems were 
designed and built according to standards that are 
adequate for the adult nonhandicapped population 
(1). As a result, many elderly and physically 
handicapped persons (i.e., wheelchair users and 
others who have severe mobility problems) tend to 
find these systems inaccessible, uncomfortable, or 
inconvenient to use. Many perceive these systems as 
not sate for travel because of fear of physical harm 
that might result from a fall or from personal 
assault by would-be muggers. Others find these 
aystems too costly to use. Because of these 
conditions, the elderly and the handicapped suffer 
from a lack of personal mobility and are denied 
access to vital services and other opportunities. 

This paper is based on a study (1,) in which the 
transpor.tation requirements of a group of elderly 
and handicapped travelers were analyzed. The service 
variables considered in the study included eleJDents 
of travel comfort, convenience, safety, and cost. 
These service variables were measured for different 
age and handicap travel markets by using a semantic 
scale. The findings of these measurements serve as 
the basis for the identification of service design 
standards that are responsive in meeting the travel 
needs of the transportation-handicapped market 
groups considered. 

BASIC COMPONENTS OF A TRANSp0RTATION SERVICE 

A transportation service may be viewed as consisting 
of three basic components: (a) the vehicle, (b) the 
operating system, and (cl the requirements imposed 
on the user. These three components of service must 
be considered jointly in the physical planning for 
service improvements, and their interaction must 
recognize the importance of user requirements that 
should be the determinants of design standards for 
accessible vehicles and accessible systems. (An 
•accessible vehicle" is one the traveler can enter, 
ride, and exit; an •accessible system• is one that 
permits the traveler to get to the vehicle from an 
origin or to a destination from the vehicle.) 

The requirements of a handicapped user of a 
transportation service are highly dependent on the 

characteristics of the system and the vehicles used 
in the system. Vehicles may be of different designs, 
sizes, or shapes. However, their main features may 
be described according to whether they are acces
sible to wheelchair users and to those who have 
severe difficulties in climbing steps. System char
acteristics, on the other hand, vary significantly 
and the type of service provided will affect system 
accessibility. Transportation aysteJDs may be char
acterized in terms of routing (i.e., fixed, flex
ible, or fully independent of routing patterns), 
schedule (fixed, variable, or demand responsive), 
origin stop to destination atop (curb to curb, door 
to door, or through door to through door), etc. Each 
of these service patterns will . impose different 
requireJDents on the potential user in terms of 
waiting time, walking time, seating, and climbing or 
descending steps or stairs, etc. It is clear then 
that transportation services useful to the transpor
tation handicapped must be designed and operated to 
meet the capabilitie1 of the handicapped. 

These system-related user requirements may be 
expressed in terms of the following variables1 

1. Convenience: (a) reliability, (b) waiting 
time, (c) transfers, (d) ease of getting on and off, 
(e) walking distancer 

2. Comfort: (a) heating and ventilation, (b) 
noise, (c) sudden stops or turns, (d) having a seat7 

3. Safety1 (a) fear of falling, (b) fear of 
muggings1 and 

4. Cost1 fare. 

By using a sample of handicapped riders, it was 
possible to measure how each variable affects their 
ability to use a transportation service. [The 
sample-selection methodology and th'! characteristics 
of the interview sample are described elsewhere 
(2).) The sample consisted of users of a fully 
accessible paratransit service known as Easyride 
that is operated by the Vera Institute of Justice in 
the Lower East Side ·of Manhattan, New York City. For 
the purpose of this analysis the transportation 
handicapped (n • 126) have been classified into six 
travel-market groups1 

l. EWC • elderly persons who use wheelchairs (n • 
20) 

2. ES • elderly persona who have severe diffi
culty in climbing steps (n • 31), 

3. EM • elderly persons who have minor difficulty 
in climbing steps (n • 26), 

4. NEWC • nonelderly persons who use wheelchairs 
(n • 25), 

s. NES nonelderly persons who have severe 
difficulty in climbing steps (n • 13), and 

6. NEM • nonelderly persons who have minor diffi
culty in climbing steps (n • 11). 

Handicap severity was self-assessed. 
An additional sample (n • 24), designated TR839, 

of nonelderly nonhandicapped graduate students of 
the Polytechnic Institute of New York was inter-
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Table 1. Weighting of -fort. -veni.noe, unty, and con Vllrl•blet. 

Variable EWC NEWC ES NES EM NEM 

Comfort 
Heatin1 and ventilation 8.2 7.6 4.6 6.S 6.6 S.4 
Noise 8.3 6.8 6.8. 6.4 6.S 8.9 
Sudden stops, turns, etc. 10.2 10.9 6.8 4.7 8.0 6.S 
Havin1 1 seat NA NA 14.9 11.9 13.4 14.2 

Convenience 
Reliability 12.7 11.7 9.9 9.S 8.S 9.4 
Waitln1 time 10.7 10.S 9.1 9.S 8.7 9.2 
Transfen 6.3 6.6 4.9 6.3 S.4 1.4 
Ease of getting on and ore 13.S 9.9 10.8 10.6 7.0 9.9 
Walkin1 distance 3.4• s.1• 13.2 13.7 11.2 11.7 

Safety 
Pear of fallln1 12.6 12. 7 8.2 8.6 8.6 9.4 
Fear of muuin1 s.o 7.6 3.7 S.1 8.7 6.S 

Cost 
7.6 7.6 Fare 9.1 10.6 7.1 7.4 

1 011i.nce cowNd by #llelcltlir. Malt ~cltoir u•,. fwlt tlli1 variable i1 not lmportMt 
- they uwally ride 1 door-to-door ..,,,,.,.. 

viewed 'by uaing the same questionnaire that had been 
ad111inhtered to the Easyride users. The purpose of 
this taak was to c0111pare the perceptions of the two 
group• in -a11uring the bus, subway, and taxi modea 
in terlllS of the travel comfort, convenience, safety, 
and coat variablea. 

'?tie questionnaire used for the elderly and 
handicapped group was administered only to the users 
of the Easyride service. A user was defined as an 
individual who ha• taken at least one trip with 
Easyride. Question• were asked of Easyride user• to 
determine their levels of satiafaction with the 
transportation variables enumerated above. Thia was 
done not only for the Easyride service but also for 
other forms of transportation available in the Lower 
East Side, such as buses, subways, taxis, and 
A.,bulette vans (a medical-oriented transportation 
service that operates door to door). However, only 
those responses that were based on actual experience 
with a particular mode were recorded. Thus, for 
example, no evaluation of the subway mode was 
possible by the wheelchair usen since thh group 
cannot use the New York subway. 

METHOD OP ANALYSIS 

The responses obtained from the personal interviews 
- - __ _ _ _ _. ._ __ ____ __ ..._ __ L..-- __ _ J __ .a..L.- ~ .... _ .... J_ .... .: __ , 

WCI.• .., .... ..,..,.ciot:U ""Z ..... \oll&lt'W'-.;-• "'Z ... a···~ ...... ,~ ---............. __ _ 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), and the 
results of the analysis are sllllllllarized in graphic 
form below. A five-interval semantic scale was used 
to record responses. 

FINDINGS 

Rel iability 

Service reliability refers to that measure of 
service performance that relates to whether a trip 
can be made when needed by the user. If the service 
is unreliable, this means the passenger may arrive 
late at his or her destination, may not travel to 
where he or she would like to go, or may be forced 
to allot more time for travel than necessary by 
arriving early in order not to miss an appointment. 

Reliability was valued as very important by the 
respondents. PrOlll Table 1 it may be seen that 
wh"elchair users value it second to the fear of 
falling and the remaining groups value it third most 
important, below having a seat and walking distance. 

One way of measuring the impact of service 
reliability is given in Figure 1. For each of the · 
age-handicap classifications, the relationship 
between the length of delay and the impact of this 
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delay on the average traveler is plotted. This is 
done for three typical trip purposes: medical trips, 
social visits, and shopping trips. 

It may be seen that, in general, when lateness 
exceed• half an hour the service is perceived to be 
somewhat upsetting to extremely upsetting. There 
does not seem to be much difference in the effect of 
delay according to trip purpose. However, a delay 
experienced for medical-related trips seems to 
gene~ate more concern. 

Another trend that emerges from these 
relationships is that the effect of delay is 
perceived more negatively by those who have lower 
disability levels. This conclusion tends to be 
supported by the reaction pattern of those in the 
TR839 group, who perceive the effect of delay more 
critically than their elderly or handicapped 
counterparts. 

Waiting Time 

Waiting time i a closely related to service 
reliability. In this discussion it is used to 
measure the effect of scheduled waiting time and is 
intended to measure a passenger's reaction to 
waiting, given that one knows the expected arrival 
time of the vehicle. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the perceived impacts of 
waiting time for the sample groups. Those who have 
severe physical disabilities, as might be expected, 
have the greatest problem with having to wait while 
standing. Having to wait standing even for a few 
minutes upsets this group. Por those who have minor 
difficulties, waits longer than 10 min present 
serious problems. When people are seated, however, 
waiting becomes a problem for waits longer than 20 
min. The elderly seem to be more patient than the 
nonelderly, in general, but this pattern is not very 
p r onounced. The importance of this attribute , as 
shown in Table 1, ranges from 8.7 to 10.7 and is 
very similar to the weight given to reliability. 

Transfers 

The act of transferring from on~ vehicle to another, 
as part of a trip, received a wide range of 
reactions. Figure 4 shows the results of the 
evaluations given by the sample to the need for 
transferring during travel. When one transfer is 
1nvoJ.vea, cne maJor1c;y or cne rest:>Omien<.s .i.nu.i.o..:o<.eu 
only a mild disapproval of the requirement. In this 
r .. aiord. it is necessarv to note that the ratings do 
~~t - -n~cessarily follow"° what would be expected. For 
example, whereas it would be logical to expect that 

· the level of dissatisfaction with the need for 
transferring would increase with increasing 
disability, this is not borne out by the data. 
Although it is difficult to explain the reasons for 
these apparent inconsistencies, one possible 
explanation may be with the fact that those who 
currently travel without having to transfer (i.e., 
wheelchair users) could not relate to this question. 
However, those with minor handicaps (i.e., EM), who 
are more likely to use different modes or vehicles 
in their daily travel, see the transfer requirement 
as more of a problem. 

Get ting On and Off , Up or Down 

Vehicle accessibility and the problems experienced 
by the severely handicapped in getting on or off a 
vehicle are viewed as some of the most critical 
aspects of transportation servi ce by the handicapped 
who are in a wheelchair or who have severe probl ems 
in climbing steps. 

Figure 5 describes the kinds of prpblems 
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Figure 1. ResponMI to "Suppo11 you •re nwetlng •friend, 
wlliting the doc:tor, or going shopping: how uplttting would 
it be if the MAic;e 11 l1te by 10 minutes or •-. by 10.20 
minutes, etc?" 
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perceived in each mode and aasociated infraatructure 
(such as atairs or escalator•) - Easyride is viewed 
as the most easily accessible mode by all the 
reapondents. The Ambulette accessibility is 
perceived as presenting some to little difficulty by 
the EWC and NEWC us-:rs and little or no difficulty 
by the ES uaers. some of the wheelchair usera have 
cited occasional difficulties in using Ambulette 
vehicles whose ramps were not wide enough to 
accClllllOdate large wheelchairs. 
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The taxi and automobile tend to generate similar 
reactions from the !WC group1 reactions range from 
some difficulty to great difficulty. In this 
connection, lack of sufficient space between the 
front and back aeats was mentioned, as well as how 
the wheelchair is •just slUllled down in the trunk• 
by the taxi driver. The problems with taxi and 
aut01110bile acceHibili ty by the ES and NES groups 
are similar and range bet-en some difficulty and 
very little difficulty. The l!JI and NIM groups have 
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slightly fewer problems in getting in and out of 
taxis and automobiles. 

Th• bus is not accessible to those in 
wheelchairs. Thos e who have severe problems (ES and 
NES) e:111perience great difficulty in using the bus , 

Flgur• 2. Rnpon• to "0- It both•r you wlMn you have to wilt lltlndlng 1t 
1 bu1 atop or i.rmin.17" 

MINUTES 

Figure 3. Reapon .. to "DOlll it ulJll! you wh1n you have to w1it 1itting at 1 

•rmiMI or bu• atop?" 
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UPSETTING I O 5-IO I0-20 

llNUTES 

20-30 

Figure 6. R11pon• • to "With how much difficulty mn you g1t on 
end off (up or down) 11ch of the following wlhicl117" 

NO DIFFlCUlTY 5 

V~ UTTT..E 4 DIFFICUl.TY 

SOMEWMAT 3 DIFFICULT 

~EAT 2 Ol'FICULT 

CAN NOT DO 
AT ALL 
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and those in the l!M and ND« groups find it somewhat 
difficult to get on or off. In this regard, several 
comments were made that the bus driver does not pull 
over to the curb at bus stops and that the driver 
frequently fails to activate the step-down mechanism 
of the •kneeling• buses. 

The subway system was divided into three 
components: stairs, escalators, and the vehicle. 
Those in wheelchairs said that they cannot use the 
New York subway at all. Those who have severe 
problems in climbing steps (ES and NES) cite stairs, 
escalators, and vehicles as being too difficult or 
i mpossible to negotiate. Those who have minor 
difficulties seem to have very little problem with 
escalators but experience great difficulty with 
stairs. However, in this group only the elderly view 
vehicle access as presenting great difficulty: those 
who are not elderly seem to experience very little 
difficulty with the subway car. 

Walk i ng Di s t ance 

Figure 6 shows the range of problems experienced by 
the nonwheelchair sample about walking distance. It 
may be seen that the severely handicapped find 
walking one block or less (one city block is 
approximately 400 ft) somewhat to mildly upsetting1 
those who have minor difficulties find the need of 
walking one to three blocks somewhat to mildly 
upsetting. Thus, it appears that for system design 
purposes the service area of a fixed-route transit 
service is limited to half a block for those who 
have severe difficulties and to one and a half 
blocks for those who have minor difficulties. 

As seen in Table l, the importance of walking 
distance is at the top of the list, along with the 
need to have a seat in the vehicle. 

In comparison, the TR839 group viewed walking 
distances of four to six blocks as mildly upsett!nq . 
This corresponds very closely to the quarter-mile 

Figure 4. Reapon .. to "Would you bl upaet if on • trip you hawe to tr1nafer 
from one vehicle to 1nothu7" 
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limit uaed to establish the walk-to-bus primary 
aervice area. 

Heating and Ventilation 

The comfort level for each mode of travel 
experienced by the respondents is shown in Figure 7. 
All users rated the Easyride service as providing an 
acceptable level of comfort. For the bus service and 
non-air-conditioned subway, the experience ranges 
between uncomfortable and sometimes uncomfortable. 
Taxi and automobile modes were found to provide 
acceptable levels of comfort. 

It should be noted that the evaluation of these 
transportation services is based on the perception 
that users have of them. The mix of vehicles uaed in 
each service may vary so that, although the bus 
service uses air-conditioned vehicles, it appears 
that that mode's effectiveness in satisfying the 
ridership is not high. This may be a result of the 
rather frequent incidence of malfunctioning units. 

Figure 6. R11ponHs to "Would it be u1119tting if' you had to walk a block 11·3 
blocks, etc.I in order to get to a bus stop, meat 1 taxi, etc.7" 

Figura 1. Respon•s to "When you ride 1 bus (lubwly, etc.I, don th• 
hut or lick of ventilation 11111kl you Nrf uncomfortabll, mocleratety 
uncomfort1bl17" 

NO 

O.K. 

.... 

Since the bus and subway are not acceaaible to 
wheelchair users, no evaluation of these modes was 
given by this group. However, for planning purposes, 
it may be assumed that wheelchair uaers would react 
similarly to heating and ventilation levels. 

The responses given to noise are shown in Figure 8. 
Of all the transportation services considered, the 
non-air-conditioned subway generates the most 
negative response. The TR839 group shows the most 
severe objections to subway noise. The EM users do 
not seem to be bothered as much as the NEM users. A 
sense of general satisfaction is expressed with the 
air-conditioned subway cars, however. This is 
encouraging, since the New York City Transit 
Authority is proceeding to replace old vehicles with 
new air-conditioned ones. 

The importance given to the noise attribute is 
shown in Table 1, where it may be noted that the 
relative weights given to this item vary from 6.4 
for the NES group to 8.9 for the NEM group. 

In conclusion, it appears that vehicle noise is 
not perceived to be a serious problem by most of the 
respondents sampled, except for those who might use 
the IRT subway trains. Finally, it should be noted 
that reactions to noise do not seem to be dependent 
on either the age or the handicapped status of the 
traveler. It appears that this attribute is not seen 
as a problem by the average user and that any 
variation in responses is more a function of general 
opinions of the services than it is of actual 
performance as measured in the field. 

Sudden Starts, Stops, and Turns 

This attribute measures the operating features of 
the vehicles that result from driver performance 
under prevailing traffic conditions. Figures 9 and 
10 show the ratings given by the users to each 
service. The bus service is perceived to have the 
highest levels of discomfort by the NES group and 
the taxi service by the NEWC group. These findings 
indicate a need for training drivers to avoid 
maneuvers that result in sudden stops, turns, etc. 
The weight given to this attribute ranges from 4.7 
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,..,,. 9. R~ to "AN IUdcMn rtClpl, .. I'll. ar 1Um1 u-
fonmble to you ..,_you r .. -111d7" 
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for the NES qroup to 10.9 for the NEWC qroup. 
The n99ative reaction• of' standees to the effect 

uf audder. atopa, turns, s~c., :~~ :hewn in !i9ure 10 
for the bua and subway modes. These findinqs 
indicate that it is essential for the EM, NES, or ES 
rider to have a seat in the bua or subway. In the 
Lo-r East Side this is hardly polll!lible durinq the 
rush hours. 

In conclusion, it appears that there is a need to 
improve driver performance, eap.cially for the taxi 
and bua modes. 

Having a Seat 

Thia attribute is very important for those who are 
not in wheelchairs. Prom Table 1, it may be seen 
that the ES, EM, and NEM groups view it as the most 
important of all attributes considered. 

The availability of a seat was analyzed for 
different components of travel: while waiting for a 
vehicle, while ridinq on a vehicle, and as a 
function of time. 

Seats at a Terminal 

All of the Easyride respondents fell: that it was 
very important to have a seat as well as a shelter 

EASY RIDE BUS SUBWllY AUTO TAXI 

Figurt 12. Re•pon- to "How uncomfortabi. would it be for you to rid1 the 
bu1, 1ubway, or E11yride when you ain Sift a -t7" 
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at bus stops IFiqure ll). In fact, it appears that 
the presence of a seat tends to offset the negative 
impact of waitinq for a ven1c1e by s1gn1t1cant 
amounts (Figures 2 and 3). The elderly and 
handicapp'!d are more adver$ely ~ffected by the lack 
of a seat than are those who are nonelderly and 
handicapped. 

For purposes of comparison, it will be noted that 
there seems to be no need for a seat for those who 
are neither elderly nor handicapped (TR839 group) 
for periods of up to a 20-30 min wait. For waits 
lonqer than half an hour, seat availability becomes 
important (Fiqures 2 and 31. · 

Seats Available in the Vehicle 

Figures 12 and 13 show that not having a seat while 
riding would be very uncomfortable for all of the 
handicapped groups las well as for the TR839 group, 
but to a lesser extent). When a seat is available, 
however, the bus and subway services provide 
moderate levels of comfort (2. 7-3.4 points out of a 
maximum of 5 points). Those who are elderly tend to 
experience the greatest discomfort during a bus or 
subway ride. 

This variable was evaluated by the respondents for 
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Figure 14. Re1pon•1 to "Are you afr1id of falling or !Ming in 1n 
ICCid1nt when you use any of the above Hhicles7" 
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Figure 15. Ra1pon•1 to "Are you concernad about muggings or 1 holdup 
when you travel using 1ny of the above vehicl11?" 
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two types of concerns: the fear of falling (or being 
in an accident) in using any of the services 
considered and the fear of being subjected to an act 
of personal assault during a trip. 

Fear of Falling or Being in an Accident 

This attribute is shown in Figure 14. The bus 
service is seen as unsafe by all groups. The typical 
responses range from very concerned (NES) to 
somewhat concerned (ES, EM, and NEM). Similar 
observations are made for subway service. For the 
taxi mode, only those who are elderly and in 
wheelchairs (EWC) are somewhat concerned about the 
fear of falling or being in an accident. Easyride, 
Ambulette, and the automobile are seen as the safest 
modes. 

Fear of Muggings 

Figure 15 shows that most people are in agreement in 
expressing fear of being assaulted during subway 
travel. Their responses vary from somewhat afraid to 
very concerned. Only the NES group expresses these 
same feelings for the bus service. The other groups 
think of the bus aa providing a safer environment 
(responses range from not very concerned to somewhat 
afraid). Moat people are not very concerned about 
personal safety during travel in a taxi and feel 
almost no fear when 'they travel by Easyride, 
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Alllbulette, or private car. It is interesting to note 
that the TR839 group doea not exhibit significant 
differences from the elderly and handicapped sample 
for the subway, bus, taxi, and automobile modes. 

The cost of traveling by any of the transportation 
services was assessed in terms of whether the amount 
paid influences the choice of mode or, presumably, 
ma~.ing the trip· at all. 

It is not surprising to see in Figure 16 that all 
of the responses indicate that the taxi fare is an 
important element in a traveler's decision on 
whether to use that service. The responses for 
Easyride range from somewhat important to not 
important. It should be noted that the •o.30 
round-trip fare charged to Easyride users cannot be 
burdensome in that it is not a mandatory fare • 
However, the $2.00 fare charged for work trips could 
be somewhat burdensome. 

Al though the use of Ambulette service is 
expensive (a minimum of $33.00 per round trip), 
reactions vary from very little to somewhat 
important because most, if not all, users are 
eligible for Medicaid and are therefore not charged 
for the service. However, Ambulette fees for 
non-Medicaid recipients and for trips other than for 
medical purposes are set at a rate much higher than 
$33.00 per round trip--even if the one-way distance 
is fairly short (i.e., 3-5 miles). 

The SO.SO round-trip fare charged by the transit 
system is viewed with some to little concern in the 
decision to travel by bus or subway. 

EMERGING SERVICE DESIGN STANDARDS 

It has been shown that transportation services have 
varying levels of effectiveness in meeting the needs 
of the traveler who has a handicap. Of the service 
variables considered in describing the overall 
performance of a system, we have identified what the 
users can •endure• and what they cannot. 

Transportation services have been analyzed by 
considering the joint coupling of the system's 
characteristics with the user's ability in coping 
with them. This was done for five types of transpor
tation services: (a) door-to-door group-riding modes 
(Easyride and Ambulette), (bl door-teH5oor private 
mode (taxi that is phoned for), (cl quasi-door-to
door private mode (taxi that is hailed), (d) fixed
route transit bus, and (e) subway service. In addi
tion, the mobility characteristics and variables for 
user's comfort, convenience, and safety have been 
examined for six types of age-handicap subgroups or 
travel submarketa. The results of these analyses 
were shown in the preceding sections. 

The findings of these analyses are summarized in 
this section in the form of design parameters, 
suggested guidelines, or standards. Table 2 presents 
an emerging set of criteria that should be consid
ered in the evaluation of an existing transportation 
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T1ble 2. Ellllfglng tranlpOfUtion dal .. sunclard1 for veriCK11 . .. ind hlndk:lp tr1Vel m1rkm. 

Service Characteristic EWC NEWC ES NES 

Maximum walkin1 distance 
(blocks) 0.5 1.s• o.s 0.5 

Seatln1 NA NA Yes Yes 
Transfen NF NF NF NF 
Maximum wailina time (min) 

Standin1 NA NA 3 
Seated 

Accessibility 
Stain 
Escalaton NF NF NF NF 
Bus steps NF NF NF NF 
Lift or ramp 
Taxi step NF NF Maybe M1ybe 

Reliability (late arrival) (min) 30 20 10 10 
Sudden stops in traffic: 

Seated 
Standina 

Noise (dBA) 
Heatin1 and ventilation 
Round-trip fare (S) 
Sbelten at stops 

Nota: NA • not 11Ppllclble; NF • not fH1lbl1. 
1 Auumed upper llmil for tripe thlt do not Involve nliJOtl.iing curbl or 1imil1r obli.cln. 

aervice or in the planning for a propoaed service 
improvement for the handicapped. 

The 1ervice characteristics cons idered in Table 2 
were found by the handicapped to be of critical 
importance while traveling. Thia , therefore, 
represents a set of necessary conditions that a 
particular service should meet in order to serve the 
travel needs of a particular travel submarket. These 
conditions, it should be noted, must be met 
aimultaneously to satisfy the requirements of a 
transportation submarket. For example, having a 
fully accessible bus for NES travelers is not 
sufficient to asaure that their mobility needs are 
met if they must wait standing more than 3 min for 
the bus, if they do not find a seat in the vehicle, 
or if they must travel a distance greater than one 
half block to or from the bua atop. 

On close examination, this table suggests that 
not all transportation modes can be expected to 
effectively provide for the mobility needs of the 
severely handicapped, since operating char
acteristics such as fixed route, traffic delays, and 
loading conditions do not allow effective service 
even if the system had total vehicle accessibility. 

What this table suggest• is that those who are 
mc~t ee...rer=ly hz:.ndic:pp~c! :~uire ~ t:-:n:pcrt:=t!cn 
system that requires a minimum effort by the user 
(i.e., a door-to-door service). Full-accessibility 
buses, operating on a fixed route with a fixed 
schedule, do not meet this requirement. Yet wheel
chair lifts on fixed-route buses have been mandated 
by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration for 
the purpose of transporting wheelchair-bound per-

EM NEM All Group1 

1.5 l.S 
Yea Yes 
I 1 

10 10 
15 

NF 
Yes Yes 
Maybe Yes 

Yes 
Yes Yes 
10 10 

Driver tninln1 required 
NF 
70-80 
Air conditlonln1 
o.so 
Yes 

sons. Thia policy may not be in the beat intereat of 
the severely handicapped, and in particular of those 
in wheelchairs, if the trips have origins or destin
ations that are more than one block away from tran
sit stops. 
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